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1A
The earliest reference to the Rectory in Houghton-le-Spring is for
1483 when Henry Keeling (aka John Kelyng) fortified part of the
Rectory; he embattled the house above the lower porch with a wall of
lime and stone, and built a hexagonal tower at the east. This was a
time of unsettlement, with raids from across the English-Scottish
border.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013

A year later a Durham pardon licence to crenelate was issued by the
Bishop of Durham to John Kelyng, Rector. The document read: “Has

pardon for having without licence begun to fortify a house within his
rectory; and licence to continue the works.”

An unusual plaque featuring Britannia and the number
33014 adorns the front wall of the Rectory. It is a fire
mark for London Assurance. Fire marks were attached
to the exterior of buildings to confirm that they were
insured for fire risks.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013

Several of the metal rainwater heads around the Rectory
building are embossed with the date 1794. If authentic
then they date from the era of Rev Edward South
Thurlow.
He was the longest reigning Rector of
Houghton and was responsible for the removal of the
embattlements from the Rectory.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 20 08 - 201 3

An engraving of the Shield of William Sa ncroft, Rector of
Houghton-le-Spring 1661 – 1664, can be found on the
south wall of the Rectory building.
He became
Archbishop of Canterbury in 1677.
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The Rectory was much larger than that of which remains to this day.
George Davenport became Rector in 1664 and rebuilt the Rectory
from the ground, making alteration and additions, such as a chapel to
the west. A drawing by Samuel Hieronymus Grimm, a Swiss artist,
dated circa 1780, shows the Rectory as having a tower known as a
‘solar block’, the Rector’s private withdrawing chamber, which was
attached to a hall.
In 1789 Edward South Thurlow became Rector, and had the longest
incumbency upon his death in 1847 at the age of 82 years. He
removed the embattlements of the Rectory, demolished Keeling’s
tower and Davenport’s chapel, and built two wings which projected to
the east of the older part.
The Rectory building and gardens were purchased by Houghton
Urban District Council (HUDC) for £10,000 on July 30th 1949. Earlier
in the year the grounds were unveiled as a public park on April 9th
1949. Over 500 people attended, including civic dignitaries, members
of the clergy and Houghton residents.
Around 1950 the Rectory building was redeveloped and large portions
were demolished during the conversion to council offices for HUDC.
The archway entrance to the grounds was dismantled and rebuilt
opposite as the entrance to the parish churchyard.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013

In recent years the building has housed City of Sunderland Council’s
Social Services Department.
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1B
The wood panelled Council Chamber occupies the eastern first floor
of the Rectory building. The room is adorned with wooden crests
featuring the names of the Chairmen from Cllr J. G. Johnston of
1937, through to the last Chairman Cllr G. Elliott when Houghton
Urban District Council ceased to exist and became a part of the
Borough of Sunderland when Local Government was reformed.
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2
This hawthorn tree is thought to have grown from a cutting taken from
the legendary Glastonbury Thorn in the grounds of Glastonbury Abbey
by Bernard Gilpin, Rector of Houghton 1557 to 1583. Legend says
that the Glastonbury Thorn sprang from the staff of Joseph of
Arimethea, an eastern merchant dealing in metals and copper who,
after crucifixion, had allowed the body of Jesus to be buried in his own
burial chamber. It is even said that Christ visited England with him and
was at Glastonbury when the tree was planted.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
It grew for many years on a patch of land on the north side of the
Rectory building and became a behemoth of a tree, as seen in the topright image which dates from 1938. In 1870 the thorn tree was
described as being: “11 ¼ feet in length at 2 feet from the ground.”
Sadly the tree died at the hands of vandals in 1992 but was replaced by
two seedlings, one of which is shown bottom-right. These had been
propagated by the tenacious Peter Tate, a forestry officer with the City
of Sunderland Council. Unlike many others who had tried and failed,
Peter had taken seeds from the tree in 1985 and froze them. The seeds
were planted and seedlings grew. Sadly, a visit to the two Tate Gilpin
Thorns in April 2011 revealed that both had been felled and removed.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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In the north wall of the Rectory grounds are several sunken holes, very
similar in shape to a piscina. They were probably installed as a place
to grow wall flowers. It was initially thought that there was only one
piscina, however recent groundworks have revealed many more,
including some which have been filled in. Does any reader recollect
any plants growing from them?
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013

4
In the 1950s there were several public conveniences in Houghton, with
a central block located behind the Britannia public house. These had
been designed by Jack Sherriff following instructions from his boss,
Vivian Hunter, the head of Houghton Urban District Council’s Engineer
& Surveyors department, around 1938. The facilities were replaced in
the early 1960s with a new ‘state of the art’ block further down Vine
Place, on the left, sunk into the Rectory grounds. These soon became
neglected and gained a reputation.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
After many years of being boarded up, the toilet block was demolished
in April 2010. A new wall, sympathetic to the others in the Rectory
grounds, was erected on the site.
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5
The new Houghton Urban District Council Offices were opened on
November 1st 1968 by Councillor E. Kelly J.P and were to compliment
those already housed in the old Rectory building. Many folk will
remember queuing to pay their rates here. In early June 2011 the
building was razed to the ground. Several treasures from inside,
including War Savings plaques, were rescued and are currently in
storage. COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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6
This unusual arboretum of trees can be found in the north-east corner
of the Rectory grounds, next to the Newbottle Street opening. One
could be forgiven for thinking it is an example of open-pit sunken
planting, common in arid environments, but is simply a result of the
landscaping following the building of Houghton Area Office in the
1960s; this area was of course enclosed behind the high Rectory wall
prior to being opened up when the land was acquired by the Council.

This bench was installed in 1987/88 in recognition of Councillor John
Mawston’s contributions to Houghton Feast. It was still in situ in early
2012 but is liable to be moved following the demolition of the nearby
Houghton Area Office.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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A drawing by Samuel Hieronymus Grimm, a Swiss artist, dated circa 1780, depicts a
larger and more substantial gatehouse to that which was commonly photographed in
the 19th century. This housed George Wheler's C harity School for girls. Its
repla cement, the smaller Victorian archway, was flanked by a small house on the left
and St Michael’s Church Hall on the right. It was relocated piece -by-piece a cross the
Broadway in the 1950s as a new entrance to the churchyard. Four decorative shields
were added representing Rector William Sancroft, the See of D urham, Rector
Bernard Gilpin and Rector George Davenport.

8B
The new C hurch Hall was formally opened by the Lord Bishop of Durha m, Bishop
Lightfoot, on Tuesday, January 10th, 1882, at 4:30pm. It was followed by a public tea
in St Michael’s School, Dairy Lane, and a special service in church at 8 o’clock that
evening. The hall was referred to as ‘the New Room at Rectory Gate’ but was renamed as ‘St Michael’s Hall’ in 1884. COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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This brick-based cascading fountain stood next to the Broadway
entrance of the Rectory Park. It was topped with stone to give it a
more natural and fitting appearance. Located in the back of the
structure was an electrical box for the pump. It was demolished and
removed but was documented in situ by Houghton Heritage Society in
March and May 2011.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 20 08 - 201 3
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The Census records show us the Rev John Grey, Rector of Houghton 1847 – 1895, lived at the
Rectory with a whole host of other people including: his wife Helen Grey; a butler; two ladies
maids; a housekeeper; a laundry maid; a housemaid; and a kitchen maid. What the Census
doesn’t mention is that Rector Grey had a much loved pet, a dog called Bijou.
CO PYRIGHT © PAUL L ANAGAN 2 008 - 20 13

Upon the sad occasion of Bijou’s death in March 1878,
Rector Grey had his trusted dog buried in the Rectory
grounds. A memorial was erected on the small grave and
read as follows: COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
DEAR LITTLE BIJOU
THY CHERISHED MEMORY WILL BE
A BEAUTIFUL EXAMPLE OF AFFECTION
AND GENTLENESS AND TRUSTING LOVE.
MARCH 13 1878.
J. AND H.M. G.
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The stone in the middle Rectory Park’s main fountain is thought to
have been brought back to Houghton after World War II. Testing of the
stone in 2010 suggested that it is in fact travertine, a form of limestone
usually formed at the mouth of a hot spring, probably from Tivoli
(Tibur), Italy. Photographs from the days when the gardens were
private, and belonging to the Rector, reveal that several different
fountains graced the grounds, as these photographs reveal.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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The building on Dairy Lane was originally a Glebe Farm, one of several
owned by the Parish Church (another, a dairy, was located opposite
and a third at the top of Sunderland Street). It was later used as a
curatage known as Clergy House and was occupied by several curates
of St Michael’s Church over the years. In 1948 Rev Oswald Noel
Gwilliam took up temporary residence in Clergy House however
financial issues with the sale of the Rectory and grounds led to him
remaining in the building, which eventually became the new Rectory
following a series of costly renovations. Clergy House was later
occupied by Rectors Peter Brett, Peter Fisher and Ian Wallis.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013

On August 7th 2005 Rev Ian Wallis vacated the Clergy House Rectory
and moved into a semi detached house just off Gillas Lane. Clergy
House Rectory was then sold and became Dairy Lane Dental Practice.

13
The back of Clergy House extends into a garage (which was occupied by
painter Newton Jealous in 1948) and then into what was known as the stables
but is today referred to as the Tithe Barn. Tithe barns were used to store
tithes – a tenth of a tenant farm’s produce, which was to be given to the
parish church. In his various articles of the 1960s Houghton historian, Cyril
Arthur Smith MA, claimed that the tithe barn was actually the building on
Dairy Lane, Clergy House. He supposed that in ancient times at Houghton
Feast the people would “dance throughout the night in the old Tithe
Barn...until utterly exhausted the fell asleep”. The building is said to contain
ancient oak timbers which were apparently covered with cladding in the
1990s. Access through the archway is no longer possible, but many will
remember passing through in the dark when viewing the Houghton Feast
Illuminations throughout the Park. COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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One of the much loved areas of the Rectory Park is the raised Rose
Garden, which was installed on the site of St Michael’s Church of
England School.

14
St Michael's National School opened in 1855 on Dairy Lane, in
buildings once part of the Glebe Farm. The school was founded by the
National Society for Promoting Religious Education, a Church of
England body, and was a merger of two other Houghton schools:
George Wheler's Charity School, which was a Blue Coat School for
girls, housed in the Rectory Gatehouse since 1719; and the National &
Barrington School which was located behind Newbottle Street and was
founded in1833.
The school closed in 1947. COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013

The Rose Garden is
surrounded
by
benches and was
accessed through a
gateway at the southwestern corner of
Rectory Park, next to
the Rectory Field –
until it was blocked
up in early 2012.
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17
Although located outside of the Rectory Park’s boundary wall, the ox
roasting spit is worthy of a mention. Erected in 1967 as a shelter for
Houghton Rotary Club’s revival of the ox roasting tradition at Houghton
Feast, the breezeblock structure remains steadfast to this day. It is
watched over by a fine and ancient beech tree which stands on the
corner of the Rectory Field (part of nearby Houghton Villa).
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
The ox roasting has its origins in Tudor times when Bernard Gilpin,
Rector of Houghton-le-Spring 1558 - 1583, would welcome and feed
the parish’s poor at the Rectory each Sunday between Michaelmas and
Easter. A bullock or hog would often be roasted.

In July 2006 a so-called Knot Garden was installed in the Rectory Park
alongside the west wall of the old Rectory building. Three tons of new
gravel and £500 worth of new plants were used to create a sensory
garden, fashioned in the style of a Tudor knot garden but was more
akin to a French parterre garden.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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This intriguing semi-circle marks the spot where a drinking fountain once
stood. The Thackeray Street entrance to the Park can be seen in the
background. Although it was out of operation for many years, the
pipework of the fountain stood erect until relatively recently.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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The Park’s bandstand first appears on the 1959 Ordnance Survey map
and was still being depicted in the 1970s. It was a typical round
bandstand with green uprights supporting the roof, but this
photograph from 1967 shows only the base remaining. The area is
now grassed over.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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A - Rev Cuthbert Edward Ada mson, Houghton’s Rector, seated in front of the
Rectory, c1915. Rector Adamson, incumbent 1910 – 1922, is accompanied by his
eldest son, Edward Blythman Adamson, his wife Clara Isabel Adamson, and Molly
Cathbert. He was Houghton’s first Rector to be from Co Durham!
B - Richard Rose and Ja mes Lauderdale in Houghton Rectory Park, circa 1950.
C - William Dobie and his young daughter Barbara in front of the frozen fountain in
the Rectory Park, January 1953.
D - An illumination in Rectory Park during Houghton Feast 1984. This particular
piece was reused, year after year, with the date changed periodically.
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The following people are to be acknowledged and thanked for assisting
with information relating to the history of the Houghton-le-Spring
Rectory and its grounds: David W. Brown; Ian Coburn; George
Davison; Peter Dobie; Joan Lambton; John Mawston; Val Milnes;
Houghton Heritage Society President, Dr Jack Morley; John Price;
Richard Rose; Cyril Arthur Smith M.A; Sarah Stoner; Peter Tate; the
Rev Ian Wallis; Allison Wright; Ron Young; and The Sunderland Echo.

E

For further information, including a Time Line of the history of the
Rectory, visit the Houghton-le-Spring Heritage Society website at:

www.houghtonlespring.org.uk
FIRST PUBLISHED IN 2008 BY BOOKS OF THE NORTH

THIS 2ND EDITION PUBLISHED 2012
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E - Cows rest in the shade in a field just off Durham Road, circa 1910. On the left is
Curatage House and to the right is the Rectory building.
F - A closer view of the ivy-clad Rectory building around 1915.
COPYRIGHT © PAUL LANAGAN 2008 - 2013
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APRIL 2014 MARKS THE 65TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UNVEILING OF THE RECTORY
GROUNDS IN HOUGHTON-LE-SPRING AS A PUBLIC PARK. OVER 500 PEOPLE ATTENDED
THAT DAY ON APRIL 9TH 1949, INCLUDING CIVIC DIGNITARIES, MEMBERS OF THE
CLERGY AND HOUGHTON RESIDENTS.
THE CHAIRMAN OF HOUGHTON COUNCIL, W.H. DINSLEY SAID: “THE OPENING OF THIS PARK IS A

GREAT DAY IN THE HISTORY OF HOUGHTON. WHEN THE COUNCIL LEARNED THE ANCIENT RECTORY
AND GROUNDS WERE TO BE VACATED, WE IMMEDIATELY OPENED NEGOTIATIONS FOR THEIR
PURCHASE. THE OUTCOME IS A PARK NATURAL IN ITS ANCIENT BEAUTY AND VASTLY SUPERIOR TO
ANYTHING WHICH COULD HAVE BEEN CREATED ARTIFICIALLY.”
HERE LOCAL HISTORIAN PAUL LANAGAN TAKES A WALK AROUND THE RECTORY AND ITS GROUNDS,
TAKING IN MANY OF THE MUCH LOVED ASPECTS, INCLUDING THE ANCIENT RECTORY BUILDING, THE
RECENTLY DEMOLISHED HOUGHTON AREA OFFICE AND THE LONG-SINCE GONE ST MICHAEL’S
CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOL, NOW A ROSE GARDEN AT THE SOUTHERN END OF THE PARK.
No part of this publi cation may b e reprodu ced, stor ed in a mechanical r etrieval system , or transmitted, in any for m
or by means , electroni c, mechani cal, photo copyi ng, r ecording or oth erwis e, with out written p ermis sion from th e
publisher . The publis her has made all reasonabl e efforts to contact copyright hold ers for permis sion. Any errors that
may have occurr ed are inadv ert ent and anyone w ho fo r any reason has n ot been contacted i s invited to write to th e
publisher so that a full ackn owledgem ent may be mad e in subseq uent editions . Articl es and infor mation are
pres ented in go od faith, occasionally based o n peop le's recoll ections and mem ories , whi ch can b e fallibl e. Whil e
every effort is mad e to ensur e the co ntent is a ccurate and up to date, som e errors may exist , su ch is th e natur e o f
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reco rding local history , th er efor e no resp onsibility can be h eld for any erro rs contained h er ein.
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